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Swrnrnary
This article presents ivtsights itr.to the

Jield. of noanagenLent 0f bypertension,
and. provida n prnctical ?na.nnrgewent
protocol whicb cowld. in+prove the lnel of
ca.t/e t0 the ind.ittid,ual pntient as well as
to tbe cornruwnity.
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I used to think hypertension was
straightforward - hypertension was a
reading over 140/90, and there were
the drugs. But no longer.

My purpose is to share insights
which I am sure are cmcial to the
whole qucstion of managing
nypertenslon.

Hypertension is a risk factor
not a sicl0ess

The first insight concerns the very
defi nition of hvoertensron.
Definitions depind on the purpose
for which we need them. To start
with, blood presslrre (BP) is a
biological variable, whose
distribution among individuals
follows a normal or Gaussian curve
(Fig l,); we do not know why
individual blood pressures vary.
Tlrese normal disiribution cur-ves and
their mean values arc known to be
"shifted to the left or right", lower or
higher, for differcnt communities
(Ftg2); neither do we know whv this
is. As they shift to the right they may
become "skewed" to the right,
suggesting that an additional factor is
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increasing the proportion of people
in the community with a rclatively
high BP. It is purcly descriptive to say
that X7o of the population have a BP
aboveX/2.

Other ways of defining hypertension
are:'

Clitcicnl - Hypertension was first used
by clinicians in describing ill patients
with unusually high blood pressures.

Prognostic - Epidemiological studies
can associate different levels ofblood
pressure with different mortality and
morbidity risks.

Operational - This defines a level of
BP above which the beneflts of
treatment (ie risk reduction) justify
the various costs (including side
eftbcts) involved.

It is the operational definition that
should guide our practice. We, and
our patients, must perceive essential
hypertension as n rislc factoz whose ill
effects lie in the future, and not a
sickness causing, say, today's headache.
Rcflect on the difference in our own
perception, and almost certainly our
patient's, between his smoking and
his mild hypertension - the former a
bad habit to be given up sooner
rather than later, the latter an illness
which the doctor will treat now.

As Professor George Pickering rather
caustically said:

"Essential hypertension is that type
ofdisease not hitherto recognised in
medicine in which the defect is one
ofdegree, not kind . . . It is appar-
ently difficult for doctors to under-
stand because it is a deoarture from
the ordinary proccss ofbinary
thought to which they are brought
up . . . Medicine in its present state
can only count up to two, and not
bevond."'
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Overdiagnosis and'nVhite
Coat" Hypertension
The level of the blood pressure is
literally the sine qua non of
management. Obvious perhapsf And
yet what little careful attention it
receives ! In these days when figures
play such a large part in clinical
medicine, we ought to know about
the unreliability and bias involved in
all measurement. "Only an observer
who is aware of the factors that lead
to false readings should measure
blood pressure." 3

"The oroblems of ascefiainment
.*..ei even those of definition. Of
all basic clinical measurements,
blood oressure is one of the most
difficult; yet, curiously, training
and quality control are largely
neglected."

GA Rose'

The most important of the variables
which can be controlled are
measurement technique (Boxed
summary, Fig 4), the number of

... Hypertension

measurements made, the period over
which they are made, and the place
where they are made. Several
measurements, especially on different
occasions, reduce the uncertainry due
to randorn error.a But a person's
blood pressure, when subject to
measurement, tends to fall
spontaneously over a month or more,
not onlv when measured at a health

Most is achieved in doine the
simple things well

faciliw. but also when self-recorded at
home.u Clearly this affects the
assessment of baseline blood pressure
and also the interpretation of
responses to drugs if treatment is
begun prematurely. These
phenomena, resulting in
overdiagnosis and overtreatment,
have been called White Coat
Hypertension. Using ambulatory
recorders for 24 hours, 22o/o of292
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people with untreated borderline
hvoertension in New York were
found to be normotensiveu !

Why do we treat
Hlpertensionf

We do not treat Hypertension
because, like climbing Mount
Everest, it is there. We must move
away from the knee-jerk response of
providing drugs to a patient
discovered to have a one-offelevated
BP. That is a travesty of our current
understanding of essential
hypertension. Two reasons are usually
advanced for doing this: that tl-re
patient needs symptom-relief and that

Flg , Ovarlappllg pre%le[c. of brailachr'
ed \ypertqnrloa 1! a co@ulty

she might have a stroke after leaving
the surgery. No studies show any
sisnifi cant association benveen
ruirrototrlr and mild or moderate
hyper-tension. Symptoms are
associated with end-organ damage or
severe "malignant" hypertension. One
must recognise that headaches of
various kinds are themselves common
and mild or borderline hvoertension
is prcvalent. so the chance ofthem
coinciding independantly is high (Fig
3 ). The ve ry small chance of a person
havins a vascular accident within
hourJof a consultation, would not
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have been reversed by a dose or two
of an antihypeftensive drug. There is
even evidence that aggressive anti-
hypertensive treatment in the elderly
may precipitate stroke."

The reason, then, to begin to
consider treating elevated BP is
because a risk exists. But just how big
is that riskf It is important for us -
and, ofcourse, our patients ! - to
appreciate that hypertensive patients
may survive and remain well for
years, and that normotensive people
may have vascular accidents ! This is
shown in Table I with data from the
Framingham Heart Study which
followed 5209 men and women, aged
30 - 62 years at the time of their
initial examination, for 20 years.

Table I Age-adjusted average
annual cardiovascular
Mortality per l0 000

. Men Women

Normotensive 58 23
Hypertensive 155 74

The risk of stroke d.wring anti
hypertensive treatment, is shown in
Table 2. which is after data from the
International Prospective Primary
Prevention Study in Hypertension
trial (IPPPSH)'.It means that 99 out
of 100 people whose BP remained
between 100 and 105 mm Hg were
treated "unnecessarily''.

Table 2 Stroke rates related
to diastolic BP during
treatment
DBP Strokes Risk
(mm Hg) 1000 patient-Years o/o
Above lI5 50 5

150 13  1 ,3
100 7 0,7

... Hlpertension

It is not enough to think that we
must begin a preventative regime
because a risk factor has been
identified. We need to know that anti"
hypertensive regimes and the
lowering of blood pressure will
indeed reverse those risks. Although
hypertension has been treated for a

Hypertension is a risk factor;
not a sickness

long time it is only recently that
reliable information about what
benefits can be expected is beginning
to accumulate ! It appears that,
roughly speaking, treatment of mild
hypertension reduces the risk of
stroke by between one-third and one-
half.' It is a pity it is not easier for
researchers to make readily
understood but true statements about
such risks or, indeed, any risks !
"IJser-friendly'' ways of expressing
benefit are beginning to appear in the
literature. Thus, estimates of the
benefits of treating hypertension vary
from preventing I stroke per 850
low-risk'o to about 50 high risk"
patients per year. I hope I have shown
that it is by no means a simple
contract that you offer, let alone
explain, to your patient.

A protocol is a great help

A protocol is the result ofa group of
health workers adapting, with
allowance for the resources thev have.
the best therapeutic information
available to them into a documented
management plan which they agree to
follow among themselves for the time
being in order to improve their
average level ofcare to the
population they serve. A management
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protocol for hypertension developed
in the Department of Family
Medicine at Medunsa appears in
Fig 4.

Maurice King and his colleagues said
of microplans, which are large-scale
protocols dealing with, for example,
organisation and supplies as well as
clinical management:

"Look on a microplan as a tool for
improving health services and not a
pair of handcuffs. Adapt or
improve it in any way you wish.
Microolans defi ne minimum
standa?ds - do better ifyou can.""

My experience in rural Transkei,
combining hospital work with the
development of primary care, taught
me that most is achieved by doing the
simple things well, whether in
emergency surgery, or clearing up
impetigo, or immunisation coverage.
That is whv I believe Drotocol
development is so important for us,
whatever kind of health worker we
are.

Only those who are aware of
the factors that lead to false
readings, should measure BP

Life-style changes for
individuals and communities
Drugs can) not always easily, reverse
hypertension and, to some extent, its
risks. But hypertension's association
with various cardiovascular sequelae
is not necessarily causal. Mild
hypertension is better viewed as one
ingredient of a composite
cardiovascular risk profile.13 Drugs
do not reverse risk factors I It is one
thing to help individuals with the



higher blood pressures and risk
profiles, but to reduce the overall
amount of cardiovascular sequelae is
another matter because it is that
larger proportion of people which
has the lower risks that produces the
most complications and deaths.' "The
problem calls for major efforts in
seeking to shift the entire blood
pr€ssure distribution curve to the left
ag3rn by some non-pharmacological,
primary preventive approach".ra

Gear et al, and Opie have begun
important discussions in South Africa
on appropriate strategies for
addressing this massive public health
problem. 15'16

Mrs Johanna Tseleng
Mrs Tseleng is an old-age pensioner
living alone at Letlhabile, near Brits.
This is where people from the Ou
Lokasie at Brits have been
"relocated". For two years she has
been asking me to transfer her there
because ofexpense. But the new
health service Clinic there, where
aftendance now costs R2,00 still has
no anti-hypertensive drugs. Her
attendance at Garankuwa Hospital,
including medicines, costs R5,00 and
thankfully, despite the dramatic
increases in hospital fees
accompanying "privatisation", this is
unchanged for her category. But her
taxi fares to come cost R6.00 - total
for the day: Rl1,00. Not much)
Perhaps not. But her pension
amounts to RI00,00 per month; rent
and services M3,00; Paraffin for
cooking R6,00; which leaves R60,00
for food. Her BP before treatment,
and without evidence of
complications was 190,/I 10.
Considering how hard her life is,
should I leave her believing that her
medical expenses are inescapable I
With the insights I now have, I do

... Hypertension

Deparhnent of Famly Mediche MEDUNSA

llanagement of Hypcrtension Protocol Supplement

BP MEASUREhENT

Seated
Leve l  w i th  hear t
A ! "m re laxed
cuf f  2 /3  a rm c i rcum-

ference
5th  K-sound

>l lii?,:: | 3Bi; 3;:i:ill"il3lo'liiiixi"
Al l  f igures Diastol ic  unless stated SBP

Y

END ORGAN DMAGE

C a r d i  a c
Rena l
0phtha  l  m i  c
P e r i p h e r a l  v a s c u l a r

RISK FACTORS

M a l e  s e x
Under  45  years
F H : H T  A t h e r o s c l e r o s i s
Hypercho l  es te ro  l  aemi  a
Smoki ng
R e n a l  d i s e a s e
Di  abetes

January,1989

N8: ISoLATED SYST0LIC HYPERTEIISIoil

Under 60yrs:  SBP 160 Treat
60 -  70yrs:  SBP 190 Consider

treatnent
over 70yrs: Value of treatment

not  yet  establ ished

!
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HISTORY ' EXAIiIIT.IATION

HT Diabetes Pu' lse rate
NSAIDS oestrogens BP both arns
Alcohol  Smoking Heart  Fundl  Ur ine
Stress Serun Urea Creatinine
Salt intake + CXR ECG Serun Cho'lesterol
FH:HT Atherosclerot i I

L IFESTYLE MANAGEI,IEI{T
AIiD

STEPPED DRUG Rx

LIFESTYLE MNAGEMENT

vl,/ei ght
Y S a l t  i n t a k e
v  A]coho ' l
v  Smok i  n9
v oe.strogen pi l l
  Re l axati on
  Exerc i  se

MORE THAN OI{E
RISK FACTOR
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TRtATllEt{T }IITH DRUGS : ouTLIl,lE 0F STTPPE

STEP I :  D IURET IC

START

THIAZIDE 12,5 -  25m9 dly

Care in d iabetes,  gout

Basel ines Serum K, Urea
FEEETn-ne, Uric Acid,
GI ucose

NOTE:

Basel ines are de-
s i rable not  essen-
t ia l ,  subject  to
c ' l in ical  judgement

STEP 2 : AiITI-ADREI{ERGIC

ADD

BETA-BLOCKER

ATEII0L0L 100n9 dly

Cardiasel  ect i  ve

Contraindicated in
FifhfrdITCF-Ei?l peri -
pheral  vascular
di sease

STEP 3 : VASODILAT0R

ADD

HYDRALAZIT{E

Begin 20-25m9 bd
Increase by 20-25nr9 dly
llaxlmum 100n9 bd

14ETHYLDOPA

Begin 500m9 nocte

Increase by 250m9 dly
on bd basis.  l t lax imum
750m9 bd

Contrai ndi cated
fmpai-redll ver 

-f 
u nc ti on

Depress i on
Basel ines LFTS

RESERPI  NE

0 , 1  -  0 , 2 m 9  d l y

Contrai ndi cated

Depress i  on

... Hypertension

HoSPITAL C05TS FoR 28 DAYS Rx (1988)

mg Rands

Prazosin 5 bd l4
Atenolol  100 dly 13
Propanolol  LA 160 dly 12
l4ethy l dopa 500 bd 9
Th iaz i de  25  d l y  2 ,5
Propanol  o l  80 bd 2,2
Hydral  azi  ne 50 bd I ,7
Reserpine 0,2 dly 0,2
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not think so. That is one reason why
have written this article.

Conclusions
* Flypertension is a risk factor and

not a sickness.

" The epidemic of 'lvhite coat"
hypertension is serious and much
more preventable than the real one.

* The risks ofhypertension are not
necessarily reversed just because we
have begun drug treatment.

My resolutions for patient-care
* To make better measurements of

blood pressure

* To make better all-round
assessment of my patie nt

* To explain "blood pressure" to my
patrents

" To be slow to staft drugs, and to
resist ill-advised pressures and
expectations to do so.

* To achieve target BPs slowly but
deliberately.

" To provide patients with a self-
retained record and to update it.

* To ask patients to bring their pill
packages with them at each visit to
avoid misunderstandinqs and check
compliance.

" To provide myself with a
management protocol which is easy
to refer to, and to use it.
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